
( Suite de “Space in the Awakening” )

• Description of the Lebruns’ house in New Orleans ( p. 110 ) : “ a prison ” , “ a relic of the old 
regime ”. Also we could think Robert himself will turn out to be a prisoner of this older regime, 
of conventions. Thus it is not surprising if Edna did not wish enter in the house.

• Description of Mlle Reisz’s apartment in chapter 21: “ up under the roof ” , “ plenty of windows 
”, “ the river, ships and steamers ” it gives us an impression of freedom which suggests her 
desire of transcendence and movement ( something that women can't enjoy in this patriarchal 
society.  )

• Edna’s move from her luxurious house on Esplanade Street to the “pigeon-house” round the 
corner can be interpreted as a freedom of movement but it is possibly ironic ( = homing 
pigeons) it is a way of asserting her freedom of movement = in that creole society only men 
are granted this freedom of movement, for instance : Léonce is free to leave Edna & Robert go 
and play. Robert is also free to go to Mexico whenever he suits him. Léonce is free to go to 
New York for his business → but he is shocked when Edna decides to take the road alone. It 
could be interpreted in a very ironic way since Edna only moves from an house to an other. 
Plus Pigeons are domestic birds & monogamous. ( homing pigeons, what prevails is the home 
imagery, their inability to leave the house for too long. Pigeon is also a traditional symbol of 
love so we could think that Edna is asserting her right to experiment her own choice of love.

• It complies with Darwin’s theories of sexual selection (The Descent of Man)→  Kate Chopin was 
a great admirer. 

• Nevertheless Edna can be considered as a “ Triumphant female pigeons ” : “When a female 
pigeon experiences an antipathy for a male, nothing can cause her to submit to him […]. She 
constantly refuses his caresses, even if confined with him for a year, sulking in a corner of her 
‘prison’, and coming out only to eat or to drink […] some females will desert their mates if they 
take ‘a strong fancy’ for another” (Bender, in Petry 126)

Characterization

Edna Pontellier : an outsider in the close-knit community of French Creoles.
• She stands out as a catalyst of disorder
• Protestant upbringing (a stern, austere environment) influenced her perception of sexuality. As 

a result when she was young she saw sexual desires as the root of evil.  She never learnt to 
express her feelings.

• Possible prototype : Edma Pontillon → Soeur de B.M amis E.D qui a passé beaucoup à la 
Nouvelle Orléans. Elle était peintre et entièrement dévouée à son art mais elle renonça à son 
art après s'être mariée. 
Edna as an artist figure

• 3 stages : her early mimetic work that reinforces the patriotic values / rebellious portraits  / 
more daring, original drawings (K. Lee Seidel)



• For Adèle : domestic decoration # whereas for Edna : self-fulfillment
• Art as a domestic commodity, realistic piece of work # Edna’s attempts to capture the essence 

of the soul in a more impressionistic way. She tries to go beyond the reality or the surface of 
things.

• Ch. 18 : Adèle :  A bavarian peasant →  a very conventional picturesque, a basket of apples 
because “it is lifelike”. Ironic : nothing could be more lifeless since it is still life ( nature morte ) . 
She uses a very mercantile vocabulary :  “worth”, “value”, “exhibited” 

• Choice of subjects (ch. 19):  1. her children : painting children was very traditional , 2. the 
quadroon maid : much more dairy subjects because the maid is not shown as a slave, she is 
not relegated to the background, 3. the housemaid (‘loosened hair’) in which we find again an 
image of physical freedom & escape from domesticity, the search for her true self.  

• Edna’s father : another subject
• « fac[ing] the cannon’s mouth in days gone by » = Edna’s new powers, she is able to make him 

sit motionless. The transfixing, mesmerizing gaze of Medusa. It suggests that Edna as gained 
the power to control his image.

Birth and rebirth:

• The story told in The Awakening runs during Mid-summer through early spring, it is paradoxical 
because spring is considered as a renewal of life → “Death as a rebirth” Maybe we should read 
the end as a new birth for Edna.

• Number 28. is very important in The  Awakening since Edna is 28. Plus it takes  a sort of 
magical dimension ( 28 August : Midnight bath with Robert. Chp.10 ) (biological cycles, the 
moon’s cycles + Whitman’s “Song of Myself”, section 11 :

Twenty-eight young men bathe by the shore, 
Twenty-eight young men and all so friendly; 
Twenty-eight years of womanly life and all so lonesome.
She owns the fine house by the rise of the bank, 
She hides handsome and richly drest aft the blinds of the window. 

Which of the young men does she like the best? 
Ah the homeliest of them is beautiful to her. 

Where are you off to, lady? for I see you, 
You splash in the water there, yet stay stock still in your room. 
Dancing and laughing along the beach came the twenty-ninth bather, 
The rest did not see her, but she saw them and loved them. 

The beards of the young men glisten'd with wet, it ran from their long hair, 
Little streams pass'd all over their bodies. 

An unseen hand also pass'd over their bodies, 
It descended tremblingly from their temples and ribs. 

The young men float on their backs, their white bellies bulge to the 
sun, they do not ask who seizes fast to them, 
They do not know who puffs and declines with pendant and bending arch, 
They do not think whom they souse with spray.

• In fact we find in this song a lot of imagery used by Kate Chopin in The Awakening :  
“Relationship between men & women”, “freedom”, “sea / water”, “beach”, “sensuality”


